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1. Introduction 

Understanding the mechanisms to form the plant functional interrelations with the environment, that 

provides plant growth, development, reproduction, and distribution in various ecological conditions, is 

one of the priority problems of theoretical and experimental biology, especially under the forecast of 

climate global changed.  The questions on stability and plasticity (phenotypic and genetic) of 

ontogenesis and life strategy of plants in the light of species interrelations in a cenosis are the most 

topical. Plants ensure the existence of mankind and all living organisms on earth by supplying oxygen 

to atmosphere, absorbing carbon dioxide from it and providing the necessary food. We investigated 

plant responses at the organism, cellular and molecular levels to the adverse changes of water regime 

using aerial-aquatic and true water plants grown in nature and in the experimental conditions during 

more 2 decades. Analysing the results of these investigations and observations of the surrounding 

terrestrial vegetation, we came to certain thoughts on a role of phenotypic plasticity in the individual 

development of plants, their adaptation to the environment and ecological interrelations. A short 

review of available literary data and our ideas on these questions is presented in the given paper.  

2. Phenotypic Plasticity 

The system's stability provided by the ability of its components to lability in certain limits is a 

paradigm of modern science. In biology, it is phenotypic plasticity, i.e. a genome competence to 

change its expression and form different phenotypes in response on environment fluctuations.  The 
genetically determined ontogenesis program is under the genetic control, however, survival of 

organisms, in particular plants, in the heterogenic environment is stipulated by a certain plasticity of 

their organization in response to changes of ecological factors. This idea is based on the 

Shmalgausen’s concept on evolution of ontogenesis [1], according to which a higher resistance of 
individual development occurs at the background of its variability. 

Phenotypic plasticity is considered as the main mode to provide plant survival under unfavorable 

changes of the environment. To understand its importance in plant adaptation, population dynamics, 
and evolution, the wide theoretical and experimental investigations of phenotypic plasticity at the 

population and interspecies levels have been carried out [2–10]. It has been established that patterns 

of  phenotypic plasticity become apparent  at the level of transcription and display in numerous 
structural and functional traits of plant growth, development and reproduction.  According to the 

modular concept of phenotypic plasticity, changes in expression of traits during plant growth and 
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development or in response to environmental impacts occur at the level of modules [11]. Thus, 

plasticity of a whole organism is a manifestation of all responses of separate modules and an 
interrelation between them. It has been proved that phenotypic plasticity realizes in the limits of a 

reaction norm at the basis of metabolic and hormonal regulation of gene expression. Recently, the 

epigenetic system is considered to be a key in variations of plant growth and plasticity in reactions on 
the environmental signals, especially under stress [12–14]. Epigenetic system gains in special 

importance in plants, that is caused by the features of plant biology, namely: a wide distribution of 

vegetative reproduction, which can dominate in many perennial plants; modular organization and 
unlimited growth, i.e. new roots, leaves and flowers are formed during life cycle of a plant; annual 

formation of new shoots in trees and shrubs; the presence of such types of apomixis as apospory and 

adventive embryony. 

It is stressed the concept on phenotypic plasticity as a general biological phenomenon  requires the 
special attention to its ecological aspects, as the essential impact of organism  plasticity on  stability 

and local diversity of populations and cenoses is supposed [6, 15, 16]. Investigations of plasticity in 

the ecological aspect are important for further understanding of both the mechanisms of organism 
responses on the abiotic and biotic factors, and the impact of such responses on interrelations of 

organisms with the environment.  The studies in this aspect are directly connected with existing ideas 

on life strategies of organisms. 

3. Types of Strategies 

The classifications of both types of strategies and life forms of plants are the most common among 

classifications of plant world objects [17]. A strategy type reflects a certain triad of “survival rate” – 

an ability of the population to resist the competition and occupy either space of a niche, survive 

stresses caused by abiotic and biotic factors, and recover after disorders. For the first time, L.G. 

Ramensky [18] identified three types of  “cenotic types” (types of strategies later) among plants of the 

same cenosis 1) lions (violents), having the highest competitive potential in the territory's capture in 

conditions close to a certain optimal level for them due to  the energy of growth, strength and stability 

of the shoots; camels (patiens, tolerants), growing in different, not optimal habitat due to its endurance 

to various adverse conditions, and 3) jackals (explerents), quickly occupying the temporarily vacated 

area, and also quickly replaced by others, more competitive plants.  

Almost 40 years later, J.P. Grime [19, 20] proposed three cenotic types, per se identical to those of 
L.G. Ramensky, introducing for their definition the term "strategy". This term has become widely 

used in the future.  A current model of three strategies (CSR) is based on the ideas of L.G. Ramensky  

and J.P. Grime and includes  three primary adaptive strategies of plants: 1) competitors (С), a crucial 

trait of which is an ability to engage resources  rapidly, that maximizes vegetative growth in 
productive, relatively undisturbed conditions; 2) stress-tolerants (S), which are characterized by 

reduced vegetative and reproductive vigor and an ability to adapt in conditions  of environmental 

stresses and  severe resource depletion; and 3) ruderals (R), associated with both a short life span and 
an ability to use rapidly assimilated resources for high seed production in environments disturbed at 

the certain levels.  Acceptance of С–, S and R–strategies does not exclude the possibility of many 

additional ecological variations inside every category [20]. On the meaning of L.E. Romanovsky [21], 
the identification of environmental factors influencing the formation either life strategy is a crucial 

problem of the definition and classification of strategies. A number of main primary life strategies 

depends on the quantity and possible combinations of such factors – determinants of strategies. B.M. 

Mirkin [17] introduced the notion “ecological and cenotic strategies (ECS)” considering the dual ayt- 
and syncological nature of adaptation to survival, as an expression of ways of plant survival in 

different ecological and cenotic conditions. On B.M. Mirkin’s opinion, a type of ecologo-cenotic 

strategy is a phenotypic notion in the first place and represents the adaptive complex formed by a 
genome of the population, as a species may change its coordinates in a space of ECS types under the 

environmental fluctuations. Transitional types represent phenotypic variations. J.P. Grime [19] 

supposed “competitive, stress-tolerant, and ruderal plants seem to exhibit three quite distinct types of 
response to stress. It is concluded such differences constitute one of the more fundamental criteria 

whereby the three strategies may be distinguished”. 

3.1. Life Adaptive Strategy – To Leave Offspring and Preserve a Species 

Analysing literary and our data, we concluded that different types of plant adaptive strategies (see 
review [20] based on the biological and ecological traits, namely: patterns of plants’ habitus, duration 
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of individual development (annuals, biennials, perennials), reproduction systems (sexual and 

vegetative, and its ratio), transition time to reproductive phase of ontogenesis, describe components of 
cenoses”cenotic types” only. CSR or ECS do not discover the essence of adaptation processes in a 

modern cenosis, since its all regular components are adapted to conditions of the existence.  Under the 

changes of environmental factors of natural or anthropogenic origin, plants of different cenotic types 
reveal plasticity, similar in general terms, to adapt and survive in new conditions. Under the strategy 

of life (a life cycle), we understand the immanent ability of all living organisms to propagation, that 

is, the implementation of the “reproductive imperative” –- leaving offspring and preserving a species. 
Therefore, the universal response of plants of different biology and ecology to adverse environmental 

changes is the reduction of ontogenesis, that is, the acceleration of transition from the vegetative 

phase to the generative leading to acceleration of ontogenesis. Variations in the sizes of plant 

flowering and fruiting in favorable and unfavorable condions well illustrate this idea. It should be 
noted that quantitative traits of vegetative and generative organs show significant plasticity with the 

changes in growing conditions, while the inflorescence shape and the flower size remain more or less 

stable. 

A dramatic example may be an aerial-aquatic Alisma plantago aquatica L. species, when its achenes 

have been blown into the sand on the river bank. Under water restriction beginning from the early 

stages of seedling growth, a size of vegetative organs sharply decreased. Plants of this species, roots 

of which were in the soil under water, reached a height of 120–150 m in average. Upland plants 

decreased even to 10–15 cm in height. It is important that generative organs in aerial-aquatic and 

upland plants differed little in size, e.g.  petal length x width was 7.3±02 x 5.8± 0.1 mm and 6.2±0.1 x 

5.5±0.2 mm,  respectively. Mass of 1000 achenes in aerial-aquatic and upland plants also similar 

339.4±3.5 mg and 316±3.2 mg, respectively [22]. It is assumed that preserving the size and shape of a 

flower, in particular in insect-pollinated plants, is of great adaptive importance, since deviations in 

flower size could adversely affect the process of pollination. On the example of Cynoglossum 

officinale L. populations from different sites, it was shown that any relationship between the 

probability of flowering and growth rate is a form of phenotypic plasticity in the threshold size of a 

plant for flowering [23]. A range of flexible adaptive responses of species in ontogenesis to stress at 

the cellular and molecular levels may vary somewhat depending on ecological peculiarities and a 

reaction norm genetically determined (genetic variability) of their populations. We share views of 

certain scientists concerning the inexpediency of using a term “strategy” due to its anthropomorphous 

essence to define the biological and ecological traits of species in a modern biocenosis, although it 

may characterize to an acceptable extent one or another direction of selection by choice of scientist. 

4. Competition or Coexistence 

“Competition and coexistence are fundamental ecological processes that affect community assembly, 
structure and response to disturbance” [24]. During last century, competition for resources is 

considered as the main factor in the formation of a life cycle strategy [19–21, 25, 26]. Summing up 

the concept of life cycle strategy, Yu.E. Romanovsky noted that its further development is closely 
linked with the development of the competition theory. In J. Weiner’s opinion [27] (1993), 

competition is ubiquitous in its effect on plants. Plants, on which neighboring plants do not adversely 

affect, are rarely found. 

But how then to explain the diversity and wealth of the plant world? Still G.E. Hutchinson [28] 
emphasized that understanding the long-term coexistence of many competing species is a long-

standing central issue of the community ecology. Unlike the classical theory of competition that 

anticipates the exclusion of species with similar needs, modern ideas emphasize that species diversity 
can be explained by numerous processes of varying weight that operate at different levels. Similarities 

in competitive ability can often facilitate coexistence. According to L.G Ramensky [18], plants with 

different environmental requirements grow together in certain medium conditions, as if in 

compromise. “Such interpretation of the unity of plant communities based on the understanding of the 
ecological peculiarity of each organism is the only correct“. Numerous models and theories have been 

later put forward to explain the coexistence of species competing for resources [24, 29, 30]. To 

understand competitive coexistence in a heterogeneous environment, a theory of spatial competition 
integrates such basic concepts as niche theory, spatial heterogeneity and spatial level or levels of 

coexistence [31]. The first mathematical model of coexistence of species competing for shared 

resources was proposed by R.A. Armstrong and R. McGehee [32]. A modern general theory of 
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competitive coexistence has been mathematically formalized by P. Chesson [33].  S.P. Hubbell [34] 

offered a neutral theory to explain biodiversity based on the idea on ecological equivalence of 
trophically similar species contrary to the classical niche theory. 

Since this is mainly about the coexistence of species competing for resources, let us consider what 

resources are needed for growth and development of plants that are sessile and differ by autotrophic 

type of nutrition. Plants products organic matter from water and carbon dioxide thanks to energy of 

sun light and a green pigment chlorophyll which is situated in cell organelles – chloroplasts, i.e. 

photosynthesis process. Thus, plants are the first link that combines inorganic and organic worlds and 

underlies the further trophic chains of heterotrophic organisms in the biosphere. 

Inorganic resources needed for photosynthesis and respiration as sun light, carbon dioxide and oxygen 

in atmosphere are unlimited.  Sunlight intensity is really different on the open area, above the canopy 

and under the canopy of trees. But each habitat in nature with different sunlight intensity and 

spectrum is occupied by plant species which the photosynthetic apparatus adapted to these conditions 

and works effectively. Light-requiring plants grow under bright sunshine; shade-enduring plants grow 

in places of varying degrees of shade. In addition, the photosynthetic appatatus is sensitive to light 

intensity and quickly adjusts to its fluctuations. Changes in the structure of the photosynthetic 

apparatus when adapted to seasonal variations in the environment, in particular lighting, were 

attributed by A.D. Bradshow [2] to phenotypic plasticity. Water supply depends on the moisture 

content in soil (the amount of precipitation), and the content of mineral substances (bioelements) 

varies in different soils. Water and bioelements are available to all components of the phytocenosis. 

Plants grow in granite slits settling by roots in the thin layer of soil and among stones in sand. 

Epiphytes, that is, plants, which grow on other plants, mainly get mineral substances from the 

surrounding environment, having aerial roots. Often it is possible to observe how house plants grow 

and feel well in very small pots. There are views that the formation of a large number of fruits and 

seeds can be one of the means of competition for the area, but it does not pay attention that in this way 

the plants provide food for birds and feral animals, as well as create strategic reserves of "seed" 

material that can be stored in soil for hundreds years. It is interesting to observe  the restoration of 

natural flora in case of destruction of artificial covering (asphalt, various tiles, etc.) as well as  the 

plants which are settled on the walls of buildings and fences, where there is at least a little substrate, 

in which they can be fixed by roots. 

We came to the conclusion that coexistence of species, not competing for resources, is the main mode 

of complicated interrelations of plants in modern phytocenoses, which exist throughout the history of 

mankind. The stated views are concordant with the ideas about positive species interactions and 

species complementarity based on the experimental research [35–40], which facilitate the organization 

and productivity of plant natural communities. The existence of multispecies assemblages is 

considered as species complementarity that is founded on functional diversity of species (cenotic 

types) and positive interactions among species, “as such interactions enhance the ability of species to 

utilize resources” [14]. For example, inherent differences and plasticity in crown architecture in 

canopy space among species are discussed as one form of complementarity in plant communities, 

related to light interception and use and enchanced productivity in forests [40].  

Coexistence (facilitation, complementarity) of plants in phytocenoses is conditioned by the biological 

peculiarities of cenotic types, namely by differences in life (morphological) forms and types of root 

systems, duration of ontogenesis, reproduction systems, sequence of seasonal development as well as 

the level of phenotypic plasticity in response to various, including adverse environmental changes 

climatic, seasonal and meteorological. Range of plasticity reflects the ecological and biological 

peculiarities of the species that make biocenoses, their different attitude to the environment, to each 

other, their dynamics or inertia. Just coexistence of species different on biology and ecology provides 

stability of phytocenoses and, thus, stability of the plant cover, without which life of the planet Earth 

is impossible. 

A scheme of aut- and synecological plasticity and stability of phytocenoses may be presented by the 

following image (Fig. 1).  
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Fig1. A scheme of aut- and synecological plasticity and stability of phytocenoses   
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